180° Pivot Left - HALT
HALT - 180° Pivot Right - HALT - 90° Pivot Left - HALT
HALT
180° Pivot Left
HALT
90° Pivot Right
HALT
HALT
180° Pivot Left
HALT
90° Pivot Right
HALT
305. Moving Down - Handler Forward - Face Dog - Call Dog - Finish Right

Moving Down, Handler Forward, Face Dog, Call Dog, Finish Right
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Moving Down
Handler Forward
Face Dog
Call Dog
Finish Left
Send Dog Around Front Of Handler & Back To Heel
Dog Handler

309. Left About Turn
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Heel Backwards 3 Steps
HALT - Handler Walks to Cone, Call Dog to Heel
Send Over Jump
Handler Runs By
Turn Left 90°
Double Step Back, Forward
HALT
Leave Dog, Face Dog, Call to Heel Right
HALT - Leave Dog, Face Dog, Call to Heel Left
Moving Stand, Walk Around Cone, Back to Dog
Moving Sit, Walk Around Cone, Back to Dog
Moving Down, Walk Around Cone, Back to Dog
Moving Down, Handler Forward, Call Dog to Heel
Moving Stand, Handler Forward, Call Dog To Heel
Honor Sit

Time Limit 1 1/2 Minutes